ILLUSTRATION
PRICES

Process

Illustration is a visual representation of everything that someone has written
down or thought out. Its aim is to help visualisation, education and
sometimes simply delight the audience.
The creative process consits of 3 phases.

1. stage - MEETING THE PROJECT

In the first steps of the process we get to know the needs and ideas.
You can order an existing work and unique illustration as well. If you order a
unique work, all details, ideas and exact concepts should be cleared in this
very first stage. In case the illustration will decorate a book, details are
required from the printer services. Painting on textile is also close to us, so
do not hestitate to contact us for offers.

2. stage - DESIGN

First sketches and ideas are created in this stage, all based on the material
and concepts provided in the first phase. We make sketches and first
drawings. Space is provided for modifications and clarification of the
guidelines. At the end of this phase the works are finished.

3. stage - HANDLING

During the last stage, finished printable or uploadable material is provided.
In case of need, we can also ask price offers from printers we are
cooperating with.







Prices

Since illustration is a broader category than graphic design, the working
process and pricing is more complicated. Pricing is based on the following
starting points.
- digital / handmade
- size
- black and white / colour
- full page / partial illustration
- interior illustration / cover
- requires additional digital editing
We meet all the mentioned questions in the very first stage of the process,
however we serve with some examples of the possible styles as follows:

black and white
handmade
from 8 €

black and white
digital, converted to
vector from 10 €

black and white
digital drawing
from 7 €

colour
handmade
from 9 €

colour
digital, converted to
vector from 11 €

colour
digital drawing
from 8 €







Prices

Finished artwork is provided in pixelgraphics (jpg, tif, etc.) and
vectorgraphics (pdf, svg, etc.).
In case the original painting is needed, we count extra charge.
NEW VERSION: 75% of the original price.
NEW CORRECTION: 30% of the original price.







Delivery and payment

DELIVERY AND PAYMENT:
Digital material:
- payment in advance by transfer - payment in advance by 50% of the price
by bank transfer
- payment in advance by transfer - payment in advance of the whole price by
bank transfer
- payment by transfer - after delivery - under 100 €
Product shipping:
Hungary: via Hungarian Post - 1100 Ft
Slovakia: via Slovak Post - 3,50 €
Other: via Slovak Post - depending on destination







info@forestilldesign.com

www.forestilldesign.com
+421 908 080 451

